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Branching ratio Ga ÕGg of the 4.033 MeV 3Õ2¿ state in 19Ne
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The branching ratioGa /Gg of the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state in19Ne plays a crucial role in the breakout from the
hot CNO cycle into the rapid proton capture process. This ratio has been studied by making use of the
advantages of inverse kinematics. The state was populated via the3He(20Ne,a)19Ne* reaction and its decay
via g or a emission was measured by detecting the heavy reaction products (19Ne or 15O) in coincidence in a
magnetic spectrograph. An upper limitGa /Gg<631024 has been obtained. With these results, the astrophysi-
cal reaction rate for the15O (a,g) 19Ne reaction has been calculated. Its influence on the breakout at various
astrophysical sites, novas, x-ray bursts, and supermassive stars, is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At astrophysical sites where explosive hydrogen burn
@1# can occur, e.g., in novas, on accreting neutron stars o
supermassive stars, the energy production at elevated
peratures (T>108 K) proceeds via the so-called ho
CNO ~HCNO! cycle. This is a reaction cycle consistin
of a sequence of (p,g), (p,a) reactions and b1

decays: 12C(p,g)13N(p,g)14O(e1ne)
14N(p,g)15O(e1ne)

15N(p,a)12C. In this network, the rate of energy productio
is limited by the slowb decays of14O and 15O, with T1/2
570.6 s and 123 s, respectively. At even higher temperat
(T>3.53108 K), a-induced reactions on14,15O can bypass
these waiting points, resulting in a strong increase in
energy production rate and, possibly, in the breakout fr
the HCNO cycle into the rapid proton capture~rp! process,
where, through a sequence of (p,g) reactions andb1 de-
cays, nuclei above mass 20 are produced@2#.

Once elements heavier than19Ne are formed, the reactio
Q values in this mass region are such that no reaction
quence can recycle the nuclei back into CNO material. Th
are three possible breakout pathways from the CNO cy
into the rp process:18F(p,g)19Ne, 15O(a,g)19Ne, and
18Ne(a,p)21Na. The first path,18F(p,g), requires the pro-
duction of 18F which can occur either via th
16O(p,g)17F(p,g)18Ne(b1ne)

18F route or through the se
quence14O(a,p)17F(p,g)18Ne(b1ne)

18F. The first route is
hampered by the small cross section characterizing
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16O(p,g)17F reaction@3,4# while, for the second reaction
the small yield for the14O(a,p)17F reaction is the main
bottleneck@5–7#. Furthermore, the positiveQ value for the
18F(p,a)15O reaction leads to a very small value forGg /Ga
@8# and, thus, to a negligible breakout probability throu
18F. The third path,18Ne(a,p)21Na, has the highest Cou
lomb barrier of the three breakout reactions and is, th
thought to contribute only at higher temperatures and de
ties @9#. It is presently assumed@1# that the 15O(a,g) reac-
tion is the most likely path for the breakout from the HCN
cycle into the rp process.

A direct measurement of the15O(a,g)19Ne reaction,
which has an estimated cross section of;100 pb, is cur-
rently not feasible because it requires very intense15O
beams that are not yet available@10#. For this reason, only
indirect measurements have been performed so far.

The portion of the level scheme of19Ne relevant for the
15O(a,g) reaction is presented in Fig. 1@11#. The first states
in 19Ne above the (a,g) threshold at 3.529 MeV are a 3/21

state at 4.033 MeV, followed by 9/22 and 7/22 levels at

i-

i-

n, FIG. 1. Level scheme of19Ne in the vicinity of the (a) thresh-
old.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the kinematics for th
3He(20Ne,a)19Ne ~solid lines! and
20Ne(3He,a)19Ne reactions~dashed lines!. The
numbers next to the solid points indicate the c.
angles. ~a! Elab(4He) vs u lab(4He), ~b!
Elab(19Ne) vsu lab(19Ne), ~c! ratio of solid angles
Vc.m./V lab for detecting4He, ~d! same as~c! but
for 19Ne.
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4.140 and 4.197 MeV, respectively. Because of the sm
angular momentum transfer (D l 51) and the lower excita-
tion energy, the 3/21 level is expected to dominate the (a,g)
reaction rate. The contributions from the next two levels
suppressed by about an order of magnitude due to the la
angular momentum transfer (D l 54).

In Ref. @12# an estimate of the (a,g) reaction rate was
obtained through a measurement of the spectroscopic fa
of the 3/21 state in the mirror nucleus19F, populated via the
15N(6Li, d)19F reaction. From this measurement, ana width,
Ga59 meV, was deduced. Together withGg573
641 meV, again taken from the decay in the mirror nucle
19F @11#, an estimated branching ratio ofGa /Gg;1024 was
obtained. As outlined in Ref.@13#, however, estimates base
on analog states can be quite uncertain and, thus, ex
ments that can obtain direct information of thea width for
the 3/21 state in19Ne are needed. Due to the small value
Ga , however, these measurements are very difficult.

In the indirect measurements reported so far, the 31

state in 19Ne was populated in a transfer reaction and
branching ratio of the subsequent decay of19Ne into a and
15O was determined. Possible transfer reactions incl
19F(3He,t) @14,15#, 18Ne(d,p) @16#, 20Ne(d,t) @15#,
20Ne(3He,a) @17#, 12C(11C,a) @18#, 12C(17O,10Be) @19#,
and 21Ne(p,t) @20#. While earlier attempts@14,15# have used
normal kinematics, e.g., bombarding a19F target with a3He
beam, a large increase in the efficiency for detecting19Ne
and its decay products (15O1a) can be achieved by takin
advantage of inverse kinematics, i.e., bombarding a3He tar-
get with a 19F beam. Under these conditions, the19Ne nuclei
produced in the reaction are focused into a small forw
cone yielding an improvement in the detection efficiency
a factor of more than 10. The advantages of inverse kinem
ics are illustrated in Fig. 2 for the example of the reacti
20Ne(3He,a)19Ne (Ex54.033 MeV) performed at the sam
center-of-mass~c.m.! energy (Ec.m.513 MeV) with either a
3He beam bombarding a20Ne target or with a20Ne beam
bombarding a3He target. A3He beam results in high-energ
a particles that can be easily detected with solid state de
tors or a magnetic spectrograph~see dashed line in Fig. 2!.
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The energies of the corresponding19Ne particles are, how-
ever, below 4 MeV, i.e., too low to escape from a20Ne gas
target. In addition, thea particles from the decay of the
4.033-MeV state in19Ne are then emitted over the full soli
angle and with very low energies, requiring a large-area
detector array for good detection efficiency.

The case for inverse kinematics with a20Ne beam is rep-
resented by the solid lines in Fig. 2. Because of the high c
momentum in the laboratory system, thea and 19Ne par-
ticles are restricted to a forward cone with opening angles
56.7° and 10.1°, respectively.a particles emitted at smal
c.m. angles@21# emerge at forward laboratory angles wi
very low energies. As a result, only particles in the ran
uc.m.> 30° have energies that are sufficient to be detecta
by standard techniques. The corresponding19Ne particles are
emitted into a small forward cone with typical energies
2–5 MeV/nucleon. When19Ne decays in flight the deca
products (a and 15O) have then comparable velocitie
These high recoil velocities make it possible to directly d
tect and identify the15O nuclei that are produced with muc
smaller yields than thea particles arising from a variety o
background reactions such as20Ne breakup. Because of th
forward focusing, the ratio of the solid anglesVc.m./V lab ,
shown in the lower part of Fig. 2, is larger in inverse kin
matics by factors of about 4~for 4He detection! and 10~for
19Ne detection!. Detecting the heavy reaction product15O
from the decay of19Ne works especially well for states i
the vicinity of the threshold, which are states that play
dominant role in astrophysical applications. Furthermo
since the opening cone for the decay of19Ne into 15O1a
decreases with increasing19Ne velocities, higher bombard
ing energies are clearly advantageous. Thus, the ratio of
number of15O and 19Ne events, detected in kinematic coin
cidence witha particles populating the 3/21 state at 4.033
MeV, directly measures the branching ratioGa /Gg . A simi-
lar technique has been used previously for a measureme
the branching ratioGg /G total @22#. In this case, however, the
mass andZ of the heavy reaction product were not identifie
and, therefore, only branching ratios greater than;0.1 could
9-2
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be determined. This is not sufficient for19Ne, where a con-
siderably higher level of sensitivity is needed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

There are several good candidates among the pos
transfer reactions that can populate the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state
in 19Ne. One of these is thep(21Ne,19Ne)t reaction @23#
which, because of its large negativeQ value (Q
5219.177 MeV), requires a21Ne beam with an energy o
at least 20 MeV/nucleon. This energy is beyond the pres
capabilities of ATLAS and has therefore been investiga
elsewhere@20#.

We have studied thed(20Ne,19Ne)t(Q5214.641 MeV)
and 3He(20Ne,19Ne)a(Q520.320 MeV) reactions, using
solid CD2 target or a gas cell filled with D2 or 3He gas. For
the d(20Ne,t)19Ne reaction the cross section for populati
the 3/21 level was found to be only of the order of 20mb/sr
with comparable yields for the neighboring 7/22 and 9/22

states@15#. Similar results are found for the3He(19F,t)19Ne
reaction (Qg.s.523.258 MeV) which more favorably popu
lates the neighboring 7/22 and 9/22 states@14,15#. In a high-
resolution study of the20Ne(3He,a)19Ne reaction atElab
515 MeV using a magnetic spectrograph it was shown@17#
that, in the angular regionuc.m.>30° ~where, in an experi-
ment in inverse kinematics, thea particles have high enoug
energies!, the cross sections are typically around 100mb/sr.
We have, therefore, chosen to study the inverse reac
3He(20Ne,a)19Ne at the same c.m. energy, using a20Ne
beam of;105 MeV

The different magnetic rigidities of the reaction produc
a, 19Ne, and15O permit their spatial separation at 0° in th
focal plane of a large-acceptance Enge split-pole sp
trograph. It was discovered, however, that energy and sm
angle straggling of the primary20Ne beam in the3He gas
cell resulted in a high background rate restricting the prim
beam intensity to less than 0.1 pnA, which is too low for
measurement ofGa /Gg below 1023. The magnetic spec
trometer was consequently rotated away from 0° to an an
of 3.7°.

A schematic representation of the experimental arran
ment used in this work is shown in Fig. 3. The20Ne beam
bombarded a 1.5-mm-long gas cell filled with3He at 700
mbar. The entrance and exit windows of the cell consisted
1.5-mg/cm2 titanium foils. The gas target was cooled to li

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.
3He cell has 1.5-mg/cm2-thick Ti entrance and exit windows. Se
text for a detailed description.
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uid nitrogen temperature, resulting in a3He thickness of
50 mg/cm2. The pressure in the3He target was kept constan
to better than 1%. For an incident 104.8-MeV20Ne beam,
the energy in the center of the target was 98.3 MeV. T
20Ne beam intensity was approximately 1 pnA. In order
minimize the effects of kinematic broadening, the beam s
on the 3He target was collimated to a diameter of 1 mm.

The outgoinga particles from the3He(20Ne,a)19Ne re-
action were detected in a Si strip detector telescope con
ing of a 500-mm-thick, 40340 mm2DE detector backed by
a 50350 mm2, 300-mm-thick Eres detector tilted by an
angle of 50° in order to increase its effective thickness
the incident particles to about 500mm. TheDE detector was
subdivided in the front and back into 32 vertical and ho
zontal strips~1-mm width! which were read out individually.
The telescope was calibrated using a228Th a source and
energy resolutions of 45 keV for theDE andEres detectors
were obtained. The Si detector telescope covered a s
angle of about 35 msr in the angular rangeuc.m.
56.8° –17.2°. A 29.6-mg/cm2-thick Mylar absorber was
mounted directly in front of theDE detector in order to stop
20Ne particles elastically scattered from the entrance or
foils of the gas target. A two-dimensionalDE-Eres spectrum,
measured with the3He target, is presented in Fig. 4. Regio
corresponding to protons, deuterons,3He, and4He particles
are clearly visible in the spectrum. Because of its total thi
ness of only 1000mm, higher energy particles were no
stopped in the telescope, leading to the characteristic kink
the light-particle distributions shown in Fig. 4. For thea
channel, this affected onlya particles from the3He(20Ne,
a) 19Ne reaction populating states below an excitation
ergy of aboutEx52.8 MeV in 19Ne. Thea particles popu-
lating states in the energy region above the (a,g) threshold
at Ex53.529 MeV were all stopped in theEres detector.

The energy resolution that can be achieved with this se
is determined by many contributions, including the geo
etries of the detector and the3He target, the energy and ang
straggling in the window foils of the gas target, and the
trinsic resolution of the detector. These individual contrib
tions are summarized in Table I. Adding these in quadrat
results in a 385-keV value for the energy resolution. T

he

FIG. 4. DE-Eres spectrum for light particles measured with th
Si detector telescope.
9-3
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K. E. REHM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 065809 ~2003!
translates into aQ value resolution of about 210 keV, in goo
agreement with the experimental resolution of 220 keV. T
main contribution to the energy resolution comes from
relatively large energy loss of20Ne in the 50-mg/cm2 3He
target. This resolution could be improved by running the g
cell at a lower pressure, but the reduced target thickn
would require correspondingly longer running times.

The heavy reaction products~e.g., 19Ne, 15O, 18F) from
the 3He(20Ne,a) reaction were separated according to th
magnetic rigidities in the Enge split-pole spectrograph. M
m, nuclear chargeZ, and magnetic rigidity information were
provided by a hybrid, position-sensitive heavy ion foc
plane detector consisting of a multiwire parallel-pla
counter filled with 5 Torr of isobutane, providing positio
and time information. This was followed by a Bragg-curv
type ionization chamber with CF4 as the counter gas for
measurement of energyE, nuclear chargeZ, and particle
range@26#. In order to cover the full range in energy andZ of
the outgoing particles, a pressure of 35 Torr was chosen
the ionization chamber. Figure 5 presents spectra of par
range versusE2 measured for heavy particles emitted in t
angular rangeu lab53.7°61.4° coincident with ana particle
detected in the Si telescope~see Fig. 4!. The groups corre-
sponding to Ne, F, and O are indicated. High-energy oxy
particles are not stopped in the detector and, therefore, th
line reaches a maximum value inE2 before bending back
ward around channel 250. Events with nuclear chargeZ
58210, selected from Fig. 5, are shown separately in
two-dimensional plot of time-of-flight~TOF! versus mag-
netic rigidity Br and E versusBr in the top and bottom
panels of Fig. 6, respectively. The groups corresponding
different charge statesq and massesm are also indicated in
the figure. From these two plots, particles with differentm/q
values can be selected. The massm is, thus, determined by

TABLE I. Contributions to the energy resolution ofa particles
measured in the SiDE-E telescope.

Source
Uncertainty

~keV!

Pixel resolution 175
Angle uncertainty due to beam

spot diameter
125

Angle uncertainty due to finite
length of the target

35

Small angle straggling of4He
in Ti exit foil

80

Energy loss straggling of4He
in Ti exit foil

20

Small angle straggling of4He
in Mylar foil

110

Energy loss straggling of4He
in Mylar foil

70

Energy loss and straggling
of 20Ne in Ti foil and 3He target

270

Intrinsic energy resolution of Si
detector and electronics

65

Total 385
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two independent measurements~energy and TOF!. The
nuclear chargeZ can also be determined from two indepe
dent measurements, either from a plot of range versusE2

~see Fig. 5! or from the height of the Bragg peak~see Ref.
@26# for details!. The redundant determination of the tw
critical parametersZ andm, therefore, provides a high degre
of background suppression.

The experimental setup was tested by studying elastic
inelastic scattering ofa particles from 20Ne at backward
angles@24#. Similar to the case of19Ne, excited states in
20Ne above an excitation energyEx54.729 MeV can decay
via a emission to the ground state of16O. Since this is a well
studied system@25#, it served as a convenient calibratio
reaction.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The nucleus19Ne becomes particle unbound with respe
to a emission at an excitation energy of 3.529 MeV, and w
respect to proton emission at 6.410 MeV. Thus,a particle
spectra measured by the Si detector telescope in coincid

FIG. 5. Particle identification spectrum~range vsE2) for heavy
particles measured with the Bragg-ionization chamber in the fo
plane of the Enge split-pole spectrograph.

FIG. 6. Top: Two-dimensional plots of TOF vs magnetic rigidi
Br;p/q for Ne, F, and O particles selected from the particle ide
tification spectrum shown in Fig. 5. Bottom: Two-dimensional plo
of E vs Br for Ne, F, and O particles. The mass and charge val
of the different particle groups are indicated.
9-4
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with 15O or 18F particles should not extent beyond the
excitation energies, whilea particles coincident with19Ne
can populate all states. This is confirmed by the Si telesc
spectra shown in the left part of Fig. 7 plotted in theDE-Eres
plane. As discussed above,a particles populating states i
19Ne below Ex52.8 MeV are too energetic to be full
stopped in the Si telescope. The right part of Fig. 7 giv
two-dimensional spectra ofE versusQ lab (E5DE1Eres)
for a particles detected in the Si telescope in coincide
with 19Ne, 15O, and 18F, respectively, detected in the ma
netic spectrograph. The scattering angle was calculated f
the geometry of the individual pixels of the Si strip detect
The kinematic curves expected for the 4.033 MeV state
indicated by solid lines.

When 19Ne decays in flight into15O1a or into 18F1p,
the 15O or 18F nuclei are emitted with respect to the origin
19Ne direction within cones whose opening angles incre
with increasing 19Ne excitation energy. Because the spe
trograph has a finite entrance aperture, only a part of th
cones will be accepted and transmitted to the focal pl
detector. The relative acceptances have been calculated
Monte Carlo simulations that take into account the kinem
ics of the reaction, small angle scattering in the foils of t
gas target, as well as the charge state distributions. As
example, the efficiency ratioe(19Ne)/e(15O) is plotted in
Fig. 8 as a function of excitation energy in19Ne. The rise in
e(19Ne)/e(15O) towards higher excitation energies originat
from the increase of the opening angle for the decay of19Ne
into 15O1a. For the first state above thea threshold atEx

FIG. 7. Left: DE-E spectra fora particles in coincidence with
19Ne, 18F, and 15O, respectively, selected from the particle grou
shown in Fig. 6. Right: Two-dimensional spectra ofEa vs u lab for
a particles in coincidence with19Ne, 18F, and15O. For 19Ne, thea
spectrum has been restricted to particles stopped in theDE-E tele-
scope. The solid lines represent the kinematic location of the 4.0
MeV state in19Ne.
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54.033 MeV, this efficiency correction is about 1.4. A fact
of 1.2 is caused by the charge state distribution while the
is due to the geometrical acceptance of19Ne and 15O, re-
spectively. For the geometrical acceptance thea particle was
assumed to be emitted isotropically in the19Ne rest frame. A
@113 cos2(u)#/2 distribution results in a 10% decrease
e(19Ne)/e(15O) for the 4.033-MeV state. The total unce
tainty for e(19Ne)/e(15O) is about 20%.

3-

FIG. 8. Relative efficiencye(19Ne)/e(15O) for detecting19Ne or
15O in the focal plane of the magnetic spectrograph. The arr
indicates the location of the 4.033-MeV state.

FIG. 9. Excitation energy spectra fora particles in coincidence
with 19Ne ~top! or 15O ~bottom!. The solid lines in the19Ne spec-
trum are the result of a deconvolution into Gaussian peaks loc
at excitation energies taken from Ref.@17#. The arrows indicate the
locations of the known levels in19Ne.
9-5
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The 19Ne excitation energy spectra, derived from t
measureda-particle energy and angle appear in Fig. 9 fora
particles in coincidence with19Ne and15O, respectively. The
19Ne coincidence spectrum has been deconvoluted wit
least-squares fit into contributions from individual states~see
Fig. 1! indicated by Gaussian curves, superimposed o
linear background. This background is caused by tails fr
incompletely stoppeda particles ~see Fig. 7! populating
states of lower excitation energy in19Ne. The location of the
peaks was kept fixed at the excitation energies obtaine
the high-resolution20Ne(3He,a)19Ne experiment of Ref.
@17#. In order to reduce the number of parameters in the
states separated by less than 100 keV in excitation en
were combined into a single peak. The yield for populat
the 4.033-MeV state is deduced from this spectrum. In
corresponding15O coincidence spectrum no events were o
served for the 4.033-MeV state during a 3.5 day long exp
ment. Including the efficiency correction from Fig. 8, an
using the statistical formulas based on a Bayesian statis

FIG. 10. Branching ratiosBg , Ba , andBp , calculated from the
efficiency-corrected19Ne, 15O, and18F spectra, as a function of th
excitation energy in19Ne. The arrows indicate the location of th
known levels in19Ne.
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analysis of Ref.@27# an upper limit~90% confidence limit! of
731024 for the branching ratioGa /G is obtained. Adding
the results obtained in a test run, where an annular posit
sensitive Si detector replaced theDE-E telescope, the uppe
limit for the branching ratio becomes 631024. This upper
limit is comparable with the results obtained recently@20#
using thep(21Ne,t)19Ne reaction. The inverse (p,t) reaction
has a large cross section for populating the 4.033 MeV 31

state@23#. On the other hand, the higher bombarding ene
(;40 MeV/nucleon) also resulted in a higher15O back-
ground, due to fragmentation of the incident21Ne beam.

Because of theQ-value resolution (DQ;220 keV) and
the increasing level density, it is difficult to extract branchi
ratios for higher-lying states. In Fig. 10, we have, therefo
plotted the ratios of the spectra19Ne/S, 15O/S, and 18F/S,
whereS is the sum of the efficiency-corrected19Ne, 15O,
and 18F counts. This spectrum gives a measure of the ene
averaged branching ratiosGg /G, Ga /G, andGp /G. The ar-
rows indicate the locations of known states in19Ne. The
only levels that are sufficiently well separated from th
neighbors are the 5.092-MeV state and, to a lesser extent
4.379-MeV state. For these two levels, branching rat
Ga /G50.860.1 ~5.092 MeV! and 0.01660.005 ~4.379
MeV! are obtained. These values are in good agreement
the results reported in Refs.@14,20# ~see Table II!.

In Fig. 10, one observes an increase inGg /G at excitation
energies above 6 MeV and 7 MeV, indicating that there
states in this excitation energy region decaying with;10%
probability via g emission. These are probably high-sp
states~e.g., 7/22, 9/21, 11/22) in analogy with similar lev-
els observed in this energy range in the mirror nucleus19F
@22# with Gg /G branching ratios between 2 and 20 %. B
cause of the high level density, however, no spin assignm
are proposed.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

For a calculation of the astrophysical reaction rate, val
for the resonance strengths
TABLE II. Excitation and resonance energies, spin parities, branching ratios,g widths, and resonance strengths for states in19Ne above
the a threshold atEx53.529 MeV.

Ex Er Jp Ba
a Ba

b Ba
c Gg vg

~MeV! ~MeV! ~meV! ~meV!

4.033 0.504 3/21 ,631024 ,4.331024 1265
9 2.531022

4.140 0.611 9/22 5.731024 d

4.197 0.668 7/22 8.931023 d

4.379 0.850 7/21 0.01660.005 ,3.931023 0.04460.032 458692 29611
4.549 1.020 3/22 0.1660.04 0.0760.03 3921.5

134 421.5
13.5

4.600 1.071 5/21 0.3260.04 0.2560.04 101655 90650
4.712 1.183 5/22 0.8560.04 0.8260.15 4368 110621
5.092 1.563 5/21 0.860.1 0.9060.06 0.9060.09 196639 5306110

aThis work.
bReference@20#.
cReference@14#.
dCalculated assuming spectroscopic factors of 0.1 for thea width.
9-6
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vg5
~2J11!

~2 j 111!~2 j 211!

GaGg

G total
5

~2J11!

~2 j 111!~2 j 211!
BaGg

~1!

are needed. In Eq.~1! J, j 1 , and j 2 are the spins of the
resonance and of the particles in the incoming channel,
spectively.Ba is thea-particle branching ratio andGg is the
g decay width. Presently no good experimental data
available forGg for any of the resonances in19Ne. We have,
therefore, used results obtained either from the decay in
mirror nucleus19F or from theoretical calculations. Value
for the widthsGg ~see Ref.@20#! and the resulting resonanc
strengthsvg are included in Table II. Even with these re
strictions, some conclusions regarding the astrophysical
plications for the breakout from the hot CNO cycle into t
rp process can be drawn from the present measurement

Although there are ten states in19Ne in a 1.5-MeV wide
window above thea threshold, only two of them play a
dominant role for the astrophysical reaction rate calcula
via the equation

NA^sv&51.543105~AT9!23/2(
r

~vg!r

3exp~211.605Er /T9!, ~2!

whereA is the reduced mass in atomic mass units,T9 is the
temperature in 109 K, vg the resonance strength in eV, an
Er the resonance energy in MeV. The reaction rate depe
linearly on the resonance strength, but exponentially on
resonance energy.

Because of its low energy and low spin value (3/21), the
4.033-MeV state is expected to dominate the rate at the l
est temperatures. Two suggested values forGg(4.033) are
published in the literature. In Ref.@14#, the value observed
for the corresponding transition in the mirror nucleus19F,
Gg573641 meV, was used while, in a recent experimen
value of 1265

9 meV was obtained@28#. The latter result has
been deduced from the limits provided by lifetime a
DSAM measurements including a theoretical value for
E2/M1 mixing ratio@28#. The experimental data alone allo
values ofGg between 6 and 400 meV. For the calculation w
have used the upper limit forGg ~21 meV! from Ref.@28# to
obtain a limit of 25meV for the resonance strengthvg
~4.033 MeV!. The contribution of this state to the astrophy
cal reaction rate is shown by the solid line in Fig. 11~a!. In
the temperature range typical of novas (T9;0.1–0.4), the
3/21 state dominates the reaction rate by three to four ord
of magnitude.

The next two states atEx54.140 and 4.197 MeV have
tentative spin assignments of 7/22 and 9/22, respectively,
and can be populated in the15O(a,g) reaction through al
54 transfer. Assuming rather large spectroscopic factorsu2

50.1, resonance strengths of 0.57meV and 8.9meV are ob-
tained, which are still considerably smaller than the up
limit obtained for the 4.033-MeV state.
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The next important state for the astrophysical reaction r
is the 7/21 level at 4.379 MeV, which dominates the reactio
rate aboveT950.6. For this state two values ofBa have
been published@14,20#. The result of our measurementBa
50.01660.005 ~see Fig. 10! is consistent with the averag
of the two previously published values. Since no experim
tal value for Gg is available, the theoretical estimate fro
Ref. @20# was used to calculate the resonance strengthvg.

For higher-lying states, the resonance strengths from R
@20# were taken. The contribution of the direct reaction ra
was calculated in Ref.@29# and predicted to be smaller tha
the resonant rate by two to three orders of magnitude.
individual contributions to the astrophysical reaction ra
are shown in Fig. 11~a!, emphasizing the dominance of th
3/21 and 7/21 states at temperatures belowT9;0.7. The
total reaction rate is given by the thick solid line in Fi
11~a!. The ratio between the rates obtained from previo
estimates and measurements to the current experiment in
temperature range critical to the nova environment (T9
50.1–0.5) appears in Fig. 11~b!. With the exception of the
rate from Ref.@30#, which is larger by about a factor of 1.5
all other rates are in agreement with the upper limits o
tained in this experiment.

The influence of the15O(a,g)19Ne reaction on the resi
dence time of15O in various astrophysical environments
shown in Figs. 12~a!–12~c!. The ‘‘destruction rate’’l r at

FIG. 11. ~a! Astrophysical reaction rate of the15O(a,g)19Ne
reaction~solid line! as a function of the temperature in 109 K. The
contributions from the individual states in19Ne are indicated in the
figure. ~b! Ratio of the astrophysical reaction rates taken from
literature and the rate shown in~a! plotted as a function ofT9 . W,
Ref. @30#; D, Ref. @20#; F, Ref. @12#; L, Ref. @29#; M, Ref. @14#.
9-7
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different astrophysical sites is obtained from the reaction
NA^sv& through the equation

l r5r
X

A
NA^sv&, ~3!

wherer is the density in g/cm3, X the mass fraction of the
captured element, andA its mass number (X50.27 andA
54 for 4He). l r represents the average rate at which15O is
destroyed in a particular astrophysical environment with d
sity r and temperatureT. Also shown by the two horizonta
lines in Fig. 12 are theb1 decay rate of15O (t5177 s, solid
line! and the cycle rate of the CNO cycle (t5279 s, dashed
line! which is dominated by the two waiting point nucl
14,15O. The conditions typical of novas explosions are sho
in the l-T plane in Fig. 12~a! (r;102–104 g/cm3, T9
;0.2–0.35). From the marked area in Fig. 12~a!, it can be
seen that, even at extreme temperatures ofT9;0.35, the
15O(a,g) rate is still one to two orders of magnitude belo
the b1 decay rate. How much of the CNO material is pr
cessed to19Ne and beyond during a nova explosion depen
strongly on the duration of the thermonuclear runaway. T

FIG. 12. Destruction rates of15O through the15O(a,g) 19Ne
reaction as a function of the temperatureT9 in various astrophysica
environments:~a! Novas, ~b! x-ray bursts, and~c! supermassive
stars. The gray areas are calculated from the reaction rates in
11~a! with different density-temperature regions given in the te
The solid horizontal line represents theb1-decay rate of15O and
the dashed line the CNO cycle rate~see text for details!.
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time window during which the temperature in a nova e
ceedsT950.1 is about 500–1000 s@9,32#, corresponding
to about 2–4 CNO cycles. Because the destruction rate
15O via (a,g) under nova conditions is several orders
magnitude smaller than theb1 decay rate, no significan
breakout towards heavier nuclei can be expected. T
conclusion is confirmed by detailed calculations@9#,
where it is shown that at temperaturesT9,0.3, the
amount of 22Mg @produced via the sequenc
15O(a,g)19Ne(p,g)20Na(p,g)21Mg(b1ne)

21Na(p,g)22Mg]
is still three to five orders of magnitude below that of14,15O,
indicating a negligible breakout probability via this rout
For a significant breakout, temperatures aboveT9>0.6 are
required. Such temperatures are considerably higher than
peak temperatures predicted in typical nova mod
@9,32,33#.

In contrast, the conditions in x-ray bursts@r
;103–106 g/cm3, T9;1 –2, see Fig. 12~b!# are such that the
15O(a,g)19Ne rate exceeds theb-decay rate by more than
three orders of magnitude, indicating that, on the surface
neutron star,15O is not a waiting point nucleus, but is easi
processed towards heavier nuclei. The precise value of
a-decay branching ratio does not play a significant role
this environment.

Another astrophysical site where the breakout from
HCNO cycle might occur is in supermassive stars~SMSs!,
i.e., population III stars that potentially existed in the ea
stages of the universe. Their fate depends on the energy
erated by hydrogen burning during the collapse phase
enough energy is produced during this phase, the star m
explode rather than collapsing into a black hole@31#. One of
the reactions controlling the evolution of a SMS is, again,
breakout reaction15O(a,g)19Ne. The15O destruction rate a
this astrophysical site is shown in Fig. 12~c!. In this environ-
ment, l r is comparable with theb decay rate of15O and,
thus, a detailed knowledge of the resonance strength as
as of the temperature and density conditions in SMSs is
cial for predicting the fate of such objects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A technique for measuring small branching ratios
particle-unbound states has been developed. It makes u
the kinematic focusing effects occurring in transfer reactio
studied in inverse kinematics. By detecting in kinematic c
incidence the heavy reaction products, which are produ
with small yields in possible background reactions, ve
clean, background-free spectra are obtained. Because o
good particle identification and, consequently, low bac
grounds it will be possible to measure branching ratios in
1025 range in sufficiently long experiments. The techniq
works best for states that are close to the energy thresho
i.e., precisely the levels that dominate the astrophysical re
tion rates. In the present case we studied the branching
of the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state in 19Ne, which was populated
via the reaction3He(20Ne,a)19Ne* (4.033). An upper limit
Ba<631024 was obtained for this ratio. With this limit

ig.
.
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conclusions about the possible breakout from the hot C
cycle into the rp process in novas, x-ray bursts, and su
massive stars were reached, indicating that
15O(a,g)19Ne reaction does not provide a major breako
path for novas, but might have a strong effect on the fate
supermassive stars.
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